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METALS UPDATE 
February 13, 2014 
 
STATS 
London Gold AM Fix $1,290.25, +$3.75 from prior AM Fix. LME Copper Stocks 298,650 tons -1,375 tons. 
Gold Stocks 7.103 million ounces -15,050, Silver Stocks 182.537 million ounces -23,096  
 
Global equity markets enter a sea of red during the overnight and early morning hours, under pressure from a 
round of profit-taking after recent gains. That was the case with the Japanese Nikkei, which began with a gap 
lower open and finished down nearly 2%. A disappointing read on Australia's employment situation and a setback 
in Chinese property and technology shares weighed on the Shanghai Composite. Asian equity market weakness 
carried into the European trade, with added downside coming on soft corporate earnings from Nestle and BNP 
Paribas. The major US indices were also lower despite the US Senate's passage of the debt ceiling increase bill. 
It seemed that another major winter storm bearing down on the Northeastern US and prospects that this 
morning's US Retail Sales data could disappoint offered up an added reason to take profits.  
 
 
 
GOLD 
 
The bull camp for gold managed to hold together on Wednesday despite an overbought technical condition and 
some modest adverse early currency market action. In fact, April Gold managed another upside breakout, but the 
market was unable to climb through the potentially critical $1,300 level on the charts. While gold hasn't paid that 
much attention to classic supply side developments lately, the market might be seeing some pressure this 
morning from news that South African December gold output managed a rise of 12.8% over the prior year. 
Evidence of higher gold production from South Africa might have been given added attention following reports 
that Gold Fields earnings disappointed investors, as that might prompt investors to take a step back from gold. 
While it is possible that new derivative instruments offering gold exposure in other currencies could give gold 
some lift, investments flows into key gold derivative instruments, has seen few inflows despite some very 
impressive gains on the charts over the last two months. With lower action in gold this morning, in the face of 
supportive Dollar action, that has to be discouraging to the bull camp, especially after gold prices closed higher in 
Hong Kong overnight. Some traders suggest that the recent peak just under $1,300, has attracted some fresh 
sellers. Comex Gold Stocks were 7.103 million ounces down 15,050. The gold market managed to extend again 
on the upside during Wednesday's trading session, but was unable to extend above the critical $1,300 level and 
that hints at a temporary corrective setback. Those short a March Gold $1,275 call at $12.00 and long an April 
Gold $1,270 call from $10.00 should look to bank a profit at $16 today, but aggressive traders might wait for 
significant time decay and a minor correction to take the air out of the Short March gold call position. Those that 
purchased an April Gold $1,260 put on Tuesday for $19, should look for a target of $31 in that option and be 
prepared to risk the trade to a close below $9. The next resistance remains at $1,294.40, and a more significant 
reversal might be seen if the April gold contract falls back below the $1,283.90 level.  
 
 
 
SILVER  
 
The silver market was able to carve out another higher high for the move yesterday, but upside momentum hasn't 
been overly impressive and it does seem as if silver has been dragged upward on the charts almost exclusively 
by the action in the gold market. With gold prices showing some corrective action early today and the rest of the 
metals complex tracking lower, the bear camp looks to start out with an edge. Given the short term overbought 
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condition brought on by gains over the last three weeks, a measure of back and fill is certainly possible on the 
charts. However, silver has periodically tried to get out from under the direct influence of gold prices and it also 
seems as if silver is drifting out from under the safe haven focus, that could eventually result in silver tracking 
closely with platinum and copper instead of with gold prices. As suggested on Monday, silver probably has a less 
overbought condition than the gold market, but silver also doesn't have as supportive of a classic fundamental 
setup as the gold market. Some bulls think silver will need persistent gains in platinum and copper prices and or 
more improvement in classic physical demand hopes, just to extend silver prices up to the mid-January highs. 
However, the bull camp might benefit from news of a rise in open interest above the 150,000 contract level, as 
that influx of trade around an upside breakout point would seem to hint at rising speculative interest on the rise 
above the $20.00 price level. Yesterday Comex Silver Stocks were pegged at 182.537 million ounces for a daily 
decline of 23,096 ounces. Silver derivative holdings yesterday were unchanged again. We can't argue against 
more near-term gains, with the next resistance level not seen until the $20.67 level for the March Silver contract. 
However, the silver market appears to need some temporary back and fill action first before moving higher. As 
suggested already, we think that silver is attempting to break its recently tight correlation with gold and that is 
good for the bull camp in silver, because gold futures are becoming relatively more overbought than the silver 
market. Critical uptrend channel support is seen at $19.75 and as long as prices hold above that level, the bull 
track of the last three weeks can remain intact. Those short 1 March Silver $20.50 call and Long 1 April Silver 
$20.50 call for a net premium of 18 cents should look for objective of 35 cents on the spread.  
 
 
 
PLATINUM  
 
The platinum market played a little catch-up Wednesday, as it outperformed the gold and silver markets, and it 
also managed to reach up to the highest price level since January 30th. With silver, platinum and copper at times 
outdistancing gold this week, it would appear that a portion of the metals complex is starting to benefit from an 
improvement in the global macroeconomic outlook and in turn the industrial metals might be attempting to get out 
from under the safe haven theme. However, platinum prices are probably undermined by news overnight of a 
14% increase in December South African PGM output relative to the prior year. While the market hasn't paid a lot 
of attention to classic supply side developments lately that news has to be discouraging to the bulls in the light of 
expectations for ongoing turmoil in South African platinum mining. The market will be on the look out for labor 
related developments from South Africa directly ahead as the mining companies are scheduled to return to talks 
with mediators today or Friday after a meeting earlier this week. A consistent rise in open interest on this week's 
gains, is a positive but prices appear to be poised to correct a bit today, perhaps because of weakness in equities 
and news of higher December South African platinum output. Near term support is seen at $1,392 and up trend 
channel support is seen down at $1,388.90. Platinum shouldn't correct aggressively as long as the strikes look to 
continue through the coming weekend.  
 
 
 
COPPER  
 
The copper market forged an impressive recovery on Wednesday and managed to reach up to the highest price 
level since January 29th, but a reversal of sorts has been seen overnight in metals and global equity markets. 
Reports of record-high Chinese January copper imports, clearly provided the brunt of the upward push in copper 
prices yesterday and given that copper might have been net spec short at the beginning of this week, that 
probably provided a measure of follow-through buying on Thursday. It is also possible that the ever-lengthening 
pattern of daily LME exchange copper stock declines got the attention of the market yesterday and with stocks 
falling below the 300,000 ton mark for the first time since the end of 2012 overnight, it is clear that copper prices 
are facing a tight supply situation. For the bull camp to gain and maintain control requires a steady improvement 
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in demand prospects, but with a weather impacted US retail sales report due out later today, weaker equities and 
weakness in a host of industrial commodities, that leaves the bear camp with an edge today.  
 
While the positive Chinese trade data earlier this week provides a longer term underpin for copper prices, the 
market might have to build consolidation support above the $3.20 level before resuming an upward march on the 
charts. Expect a slight back and fill tilt this morning, as weakness in equities and a short term overbought 
condition leaves the bear camp with a temporary edge.  
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